Job advertisement for a student research assistant (m/f/d)

The research group "LIFESPAN NEURAL DYNAMICS GROUP," located in the Max Planck UCL Centre for Computational Psychiatry and Ageing Research at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, is hiring several

Student Research Assistants (m/f/d)
for 41–80 hours per month starting March 2019

to support our work in all phases of the scientific process.

In this research group, we investigate the variability of cognitive processes and dynamics of neuronal systems across the lifespan, using state-of-the-art neuroscientific techniques. Students will be involved primarily in the analysis of experimental data (fMRI/EEG/behavior), and possibly also in data collection. Interest in multivariate statistics, methods for neuroimaging and computational neuroscience, and knowledge in Matlab, Python and/or R is preferred.

Requirements

• Enrollment in psychology/neuroscience/computer science or a related subject at a German university
• Excellent grades
• Flexibility and commitment
• Interest in working with participants of various age groups.
• Good German and very good English skills
• Work well in a team

The Max Planck Society seeks to employ more severely disabled people. Applications from severely disabled applicants are explicitly desired.

The Max Planck Society also strives for gender equality and diversity. We welcome applications from all backgrounds.

Applications (including cover letter, CV, and transcripts) can be sent as a single PDF to:

Dr. Douglas Garrett (Group Leader) at: LNDG@mpib-berlin.mpg.de

http://www.douglasdgarrett.com